H175
A step change in class of comfort, efficiency and cost effectiveness
**H175**

**Largest cabin & most competitive rotorcraft**
for 16 up to 18 pax

**Comfort, setting new standards all the way to the rig**
- Extra-large windows offering panoramic view
- Better ambiance with more light and volume per passenger
- Lowest vibration level in its class whatever the speed
- Lowest internal sound level in its class

**Safety when flying and particularly in exceptional conditions**
- Unique helicopter pilot assistance - precision, stability, flight envelope protection
- HUMS in baseline configuration
- Oversized windows offering an optimized escape route
- Emergency floatation stable up to sea state-6
- High waterline for stability

**PERFORMANCE**

- MTOW 7.8 tons
- PC1 @ 7.6 tons, ISA+20
- Hover OGE above 7000 ft @ 7.5 tons, ISA+20
- Recommended cruise speed 150 kts
- Time-to-climb record 6,000 meters in 6 min 54 s
- 160 NM with 16 pax, RoA